
Read the story “The Beach” (attached). Write down the 5Ws and 
summarize the story. 

Who: 

What: 

When: 

Where: 

Why: 
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Draw a line from the word to 
its antonym. 
play   sun 
walk   none 
rain   throw 
all   work 
catch   run 

Watch “What is a Summary?” 
by Super Teacher Girl on 
YouTube. 

Write down 5 facts about 
summaries. (Writing sheet 
attached). 

Summarize the story in 3-5 sentences: 
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
_______________________. 

Need more room? Finish on back. 



Write 3 facts about the sun: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Look up how to make a sun dial. Make your own and watch the 
sun’s shadow throughout the day.  

Count the coins and write the amount shown.  



“The   Beach”   -   Monday  
From   readworks.org  

Jessica   rubbed   sunscreen   on   her   arms.   The   hot   summer   sun   beat   down   on   her  
skin.   The   sand   felt   warm   under   her   toes.   Jessica   loved   the   summer.   It   felt   great  
to   be   outside.  

She   leaned   back   in   her   beach   chair.   The   blue   ocean   stretched   out   in   front   of   her.  
It   seemed   to   go   on   and   on   forever.   The   waves   made   a   soothing   sound   as   they  
lapped   against   the   shore.  

Jessica   opened   her   cooler   bag.   She   took   out   a   peanut   butter   sandwich   and   a  
bottle   of   water.   As   soon   as   she   unwrapped   the   sandwich,   a   seagull   flew   in.   It  
stared   at   her   sandwich.   Jessica   laughed.  

“Sorry,   it’s   all   mine,”   she   said.  

A   cool   breeze   floated   o�   of   the   ocean.   Jessica   closed   her   eyes.   She   felt   so  
peaceful,   like   she   could   fall   asleep   any   minute.   Then   she   felt   a   tap   on   her  
shoulder.  

“Hey,   Jess.”   It   was   her   cousin   Brandon.   “Let’s   go   to   the   arcade.”  

“Okay,”   Jessica   said.  

She   pulled   on   shorts   and   a   t-shirt   over   her   bathing   suit.   She   followed   Brandon  
across   the   sand.   The   arcade   sat   on   the   boardwalk   above   the   beach.  

A   blast   of   ice-cold   air   conditioning   hit   her   face   as   they   walked   inside.   It   was  
very   dark   in   the   arcade.   The   only   light   came   from   the   flashing   video   screens.  
The   loud   noise   from   the   machines   made   Jessica’s   ears   hurt.   

“Sorry,   Brandon,”   Jessica   said.   “I’m   going   back   to   the   beach.”  

 

 
 
 
 
 



Watch “What is a Summary?” by 
Super Teacher Girl on YouTube.
Write down 5 facts about summaries.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Writing Sheet: Monday



Read the story “The Camping Trip” (attached). Write down the 
5Ws and summarize the story. 

Who: 

What: 

When: 

Where: 

Why: 
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Use your notes from 
yesterday to draw a poster to 
teach someone how to write 
a summary. 

Summarize the story in 3-5 sentences: 
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
_______________________. 

Need more room? Finish on back. 

Draw a line from the word to 
its synonym. 
problem   national 
solution   conflict 
federal   respond 
answer   same 
equal to   resolution 



Tape or glue 2 toilet paper rolls together to make binoculars. Go 
on a safari around your home! 

Write 3 facts about the moon: 

1. 

2. 

3. 



“The   Camping   Trip”   -   Tuesday  
From   readworks.org  

Lucas   stared   at   the   TV   screen.   He   was   playing   his   favorite   video   game.   He  
steered   a   race   car   with   his   controls.   The   car   zoomed   along   a   mountain  
road.   It   was   very   hot   outside.   But   the   air   conditioner   in   Lucas’s   room  
kept   it   nice   and   cool.   

The   microwave   oven   in   the   kitchen   beeped.   Lucas   paused   his   game.   He  
ran   and   got   a   pocket   pizza   out   of   the   oven.   Then   he   took   it   back   to   his  
room.   He   munched   as   he   played   the   game.  

“Lucas!   Come   on!   It’s   time   to   leave!”   His   dad   called   out.  

“Okay!”   Lucas   called   back.   He   walked   outside,   where   his   dad   had   the   car  
packed   for   a   camping   trip.  

“This   is   going   to   be   a   great   trip,”   said   Mr.   Torres.   “Just   you,   me,   and   the  
stars.”  

“Sure,”   Lucas   said.   But   he   wasn’t   exactly   paying   attention.   He   climbed  
into   the   car.   Then   he   turned   on   his   portable   video   game.   Lucas   played   the  
game   while   his   father   drove.   Two   hours   later,   his   father   stopped   the   car.  

“Here   we   are,   son,”   he   said.   Lucas   looked   out   of   the   car.   They   were   in   the  
middle   of   the   woods.   The   car   was   parked   in   a   small   clearing.   Lucas   got  
out   of   the   car,   confused.   Tall   trees   grew   all   around   them.   Small   plants  
grew   under   his   feet.   It   was   very   hot,   even   in   the   shade.  

“What   is   this?”   Lucas   asked.  

“It’s   our   campsite,”   Mr.   Torres   said.   “No   TV.   No   air   conditioning.   Just  
peace   and   quiet.   Isn’t   that   great?”  

Lucas   didn’t   know   what   to   say.   It   didn’t   sound   great   at   all!  
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Fill in the missing words. 
Choose a book from Epic or 
your own bookshelf. Draw 
your own book cover and 
summarize the story. 

Word Synonym Antonym 

friend enemy 

happy 

dark dim 

big small 

Watch the video “Mike’s New Car” (on YouTube). Write down the 
5Ws and summarize the story. 

Who: 

What: 

When: 

Where: 

Why: 

Summarize the story in 3-5 sentences: 
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
_______________________. 

Need more room? Finish on back. 



Draw a comic about landing on a planet or a moon. 

Count the coins and write the amount shown.  

Write 3 facts about the moon landing: 

1. 

2. 

3. 



____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

Name:_______________________

Part 1: Design a book cover for the book you are reading.

Part 2: Write a summary of what your book is about.



Read  “The Princess and the Pea” (it is on Epic!). Use the “Story 
Elements Sheet” to complete the graphic organizer (attached). 
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Combine the words to write 
compound words. Write a summary of “The 

Princess and the Pea” using 
at least 5 sentences.  



Draw coins to show 3 ways to make the value. 

Draw the phases of the moon on the attached science sheet. 

Make shadow puppets and put on a show! 

Value Way 1 Way 2 Way 3 

30¢ 

50¢ 

75¢ 
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Write a summary of “The Princess 
and the Pea” using at least 5 
sentences.

Writing Sheet: Thursday





Read  “Jill and the Beanstalk” (it is on Epic!). Use the “Story 
Elements Sheet” to complete the graphic organizer (attached). 
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Write the compound word 
that matches the picture. Write a summary of “Jill and 

the Beanstalk” using at least 
5 sentences.  



• Color the side of the Earth that is 
closet to the sun yellow. 
• Color the side of the Earth that is 
further from the sun black. 
• Label Day and Night. 

Find some favorite rocks. Paint them to make a rock garden. 
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Write a summary of “Jill and the 
Beanstalk” using at least 5 sentences.

Writing Sheet: Friday
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No Class Today – It is Memorial Day!  





Watch “Teach Us, Amelia Bedelia”. List the effect for each cause. 
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Write Pr for Present, Pa for Past 
and F for Future. 
1.  The turtle will trick the 

spider.       ______ 
2.  The turtle rested on the 

bank.       ______ 
3.  Now the spider spins a 

web.         ______ 

Spring Poem. Make a plan 
for your poem (Make a Plan 
#1 Sheet attached). Write 3 
similes. 



Type here 

Write 3 facts about the Milky Way: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Record sounds on a phone or device. Play them for your family 
and have them guess what each sound is. 
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Circle the correct verb to 
complete the sentence. 
1.  Yesterday the turtle (cooks, 

cooked) the fish. 
2.  Tomorrow the spider (will 

walk, walked) to the river. 
3.  Now the spider (worked, 

works) hard. 

Write the first draft of your 
spring poem on the loose 
leaf page attached. 

Watch “Play 
Ball, Amelia 
Bedelia”. List 
the missing 
causes and 
effects. 



Find a stick outside. Hang drawings of a cloud, rainbow, sun, 
and rain drops to make a Weather Mobile. 

Track the different kinds of weather for the next five days 
(weather tracker attached). 



Write the first draft of your poem.
Writing Sheet: Wednesday





Watch “For the Birds” and complete the missing cause and effect 
chart. 
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Circle the verb in the correct tense  
for the sentence. 
1. Last night Rosa (picks, picked) 

 up the baby. 
2. Today Rosa (rocks, rocked) the 

  baby. 
3. Tomorrow the sisters (hugged, 
  will hug) each other. 

Add line breaks to your 
spring poem. Use the 
attached sheet. 



List 4 different types of severe weather: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4)   

Draw a picture of a kind of severe weather. 



Add line breaks to your spring poem. 
Example:

Your Poem with Line Breaks:

Writing Sheet: Thursday
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Write a verb in the correct tense so that 
the sentence makes sense. 
1.  Later she ______  _____ to 

the store. 
2.  Now I am _________ a 

hamburger. 
3.  Yesterday I _________ 

outside. 

Publish your spring poem on 
the attached publishing 
paper. 

Read or 
watch 
“Alexande
r and the 
Terrible, 
Horrible, 
No Good, 
Very Bad 
Day”. List 
the cause 
and effect.  



1.  What does a meteorologist do? 

2.  What tools do meteorologists use? 

Use ice cubes to make an ice castle. 
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